Animal
adopting
We have an
assortment of
cats, dogs, fish,
reptiles and other
animals to satisfy
anyone’s desire.
Reptiles are
currently one of
the most popular
at our adoption
center due to
their
companionship
they will always
be there when
you had a rough
day

This Could Be
Your Family
Keep the kids happy with the
newest edition to the family

Adopt A
Pet
Adopting a pet is known to
lower your stress level -with animals the leading
approach to destress.

A word from our happy
customers “Adopting a pet has
truly changed my life, I no
longer sleep alone now I have
a lovely cat to cuddle with at
night”

How to Reduce Stress
After a long day at work the last
thing you need is to come home to
an empty home. It is far healthier to
be greeted by a loving pet, just the
sight of said pet may lower stress
levels immediately.
The Activities you can enjoy

Helping save animals
Not only will you be saving yourself
some stress, who wants a stress ball
when you can have a cuddle buddy.
By adopting you will also be getting
a helpless animal off the street
Proven Results
It has been proven in many studies
that something as simple as playing
with your pet may lower stress level
and produce more Oxytocin aka less
stress

We here at Adopt a pet have an
assortment of animals ready to relieve
your stress from fuzzy dogs to cats
that love to cuddle, but maybe you
would like a low maintenance animal
such as a fish it is almost soothing to
watch your fish gently swim around his
tank.

Having a new pet will open your life
up to a new world of stress relieving
activates

Animals help your kids
If you do have children well you are in
luck because research has shown that
children who grow up with kids grow
up are said to be more emotionally
intelligent



You will walk your new pet which
will help you forget that 9-5 day



Dogs love to play fetch throw that
as hard as you punch the time
clock after your shift is over



Join new clubs like dog walking
clubs or kitty clubs to meet new
people and have some social time
with your new best friend.

